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Abstract

Comparison of Nuclear Security
Risks of Interim Storage options for
Spent Nuclear Fuel in South Korea
Young A Suh
Department of Energy Systems Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University

The safety and security management of spent nuclear fuels from nuclear
power plants has become a one of major national issues for virtually all
nuclear power states in the world. Technical and policy options on ultimate
disposal have been debated for decades, and are not likely to be determined
soon. Due to the dilemma, the Government of Korea is planning to rely on
long-term

interim

storages.

However,

there

are

several

obstacles awaiting consent-based decisions on design, site and surroundings
from the view of safety, security, economy and social acceptance. Moreover,
the security issues of interim storage came to the frontline because awareness
and concerns about the threat of nuclear facilities terrorism have become
acute and pervasive since the attacks on September 11, 2001. The Fukushima
accident broke on March 11, 2011 also showed vulnerability of interim
storage and importance of nuclear security on this storage. Therefore, the
appropriate design to fit Korean spent fuel situation for the management has
i

been simulated in this dissertation.

By Fukushima accident proved the dry storage is safer than wet storage.
Considering the security, the underground storage concept including tunnel
and subsurface storage is invoked to be desirable for security. However, there
are lacks of assessment tool for evaluating overall nuclear security. Therefore,
this thesis employed a modified assessment model designed from physical
protection guidelines of INPRO and classification system from US
Department of Homeland Security. Four types of interim storage such as
above ground centralized site, centralized tunnel, above-ground Independent
Spent Fuel Dry Storage Installation (ISFSI) and ISFSI in tunnel are examined
for assessing nuclear security risks of interim options without deciding a
permanent repository.

The relative comparison of the above mentioned four options is performed
based on 4 user requirements such as legislative and regulatory framework,
facility robustness, site security and contingency plan. As results of
comparison, on-site tunnel concept is recommended to introduce in a short or
long period of time. The centralized storage for the long term will be better
than ISFSI. As demonstrated on CORWM reports, the underground storage
concepts will have significant advantages over above-ground options taking
into account recent trend of increasing importance of nuclear security. The
new recommendation should be considered for security policy on interim
storage as well as for improving social acceptance of spent nuclear
management.

Keywords: Nuclear security, Interim storage, Spent Nuclear Fuel
management, Tunnel, dry storage
Student Number: 2011-21097
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The management of spent nuclear fuel from nuclear power plants has become
a major policy issue for the national nuclear power program in the world.
However, it is not easy to decide policy on Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)
management because of complex issues including safety, security, economics,
environment, and social factor. In these respects, interim storage is a rising
alternative of spent nuclear fuel management. Along with there is a growing
interest in nuclear security after September 11 terrorists attack and the
Fukushima accident, security of interim storage is recognized significantly. In
addition, it is important to assess security risks on adoption of interim storage
for this risk related to social acceptance which is a key factor of SNF policy
decision. This chapter describes a birds-eye view of this study including
objectives, current status and significance.

1.1 Objectives

The main purpose of this thesis is to improve the security and the social
acceptance for interim storage for spent nuclear fuel. To decide spent nuclear
fuel management is a complex issue related to technical, social, economic,
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and political challenges. In case of South Korea, the most important issue of
spent nuclear fuel policy has been the social acceptance related to publics’
trust on policy decision, risk perception and perceptive benefit which are
influenced by risk assessment as shown in Figure 1.1. After the September 11
attacks and Fukushima Accident, security has been also as important values as
safety which has been studied in many times. This issue becomes more
serious in Korea with frequent attacks for North Korea. The goals are to
assess possible scenarios and cost-benefits on physical security against spent
nuclear fuel dry storage and to compare appropriate interim storage for
advancing social risk perception in South Korea. This paper will enable
decision makers of national security and spent nuclear fuel management to
have an effective choice to facilitate public consensus and reducing security
risks of interim storage. This thesis will emphasis the security perception of
Korea’s situation in Northeast Asia.

2

Figure 1.1 Relationship between risk assessment and social acceptance

3

1.2 Background
1.2.1. Current status and determination factors in SNF managemen
t

As of the end of 1997, civilian nuclear power programs around the world
had generated roughly 200,000 metric tons of spent fuel. In Republic of
Korea, the quantity of spent nuclear fuels stored at temporary storage
facilities at nuclear power plants across the country is about 362,840 bundles
as of the end of March 2012 [1]. On a recently study by Korea Radioactive
Waste Management Cooperation, the point of saturated temporary storage is
estimated as year 2024 [2]. This means that decision of SNF policy is very
urgent.
The management of spent fuel from nuclear power plants has
become a major policy issue for virtually nuclear power program in the
world. Some countries, including France, identify spent nuclear fuel as
recyclable energy resources with reprocessing, but other countries including
Finland, see used fuel as the final waste. These differences of perspective
have been debated for decades, and are not likely to be resolved soon.
Actually, there is no nation to operate permanent direct disposal. In 2010,
U.S. withdrew the direct disposal project taking into account public

4

acceptance and the uncertainty of technology with Yucca Mountain situation.
In case of South Korea, continues to fail during 25 years, and it is more
difficult with increasing social unrest for Fukushima accident. Along with
these reasons, Blue Ribbon Commission “Game-changing innovation”[3],
U.S. International Framework For Nuclear Energy Cooperation and Russia’s
export policies “cradle-to-grave” and Finland and Sweden “Reversibility”
take a lead of new trends for policy decision of spent nuclear fuel. Most
countries with nuclear programs have explicitly decided to take a “wait and
see” approach leaving their spent fuel in interim storage [4].
Interim Storage is a crucial strategy for flexible fuel management
with meeting concerning countries of handling a spent nuclear fuel. This
offers a safe, secure, flexible, and cost-effective near-term approach to spent
fuel management that may be attractive to many countries which include
policy decision countries and countries of no determination whether spent
nuclear fuel is better seen as a resource or a waste. On a perspective of safety,
interim storage makes a rule to remove decay heat and to diminish high
radioactivity. Generally, a period of interim storage can allow time for daring
game-changing technologies and policy approaches to nuclear fuel
management to develop. Interim storage also allows more time to analyze
and develop reliable geologic repositories for countries that favor direct
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disposal of spent nuclear fuel. Moreover, it is possible to accommodate
delays in repository development without threatening the operation of
existing reactors. In case of countries choosing reprocessing, interim storage
keeps the fuel available for use, while making it possible to avoid
prematurely accumulated stockpiles of separated plutonium. Additionally, it
offers the flexibility needed to modify the pace and scale of reprocessing to
accommodate technical, economic, and political paradigm change even a
long period of a time.
Due to this situation, the Government of Korea is planning to
introduce interim storage, but there are many types of interim storage [5].
Thus, they have to consider the appropriate type to fit Korea’s occasion
relating to lower perception of SNF repository and lack of site area. To
choose the type of interim storage, it is necessary to assess types from
various aspects. According to project research about interim storage in
Republic of Korea, there are many reports and papers on safety, technology,
and to improve public perception of SNF. However, it is rarely study on
nuclear security or physical protection of interim storage even if security is
key issues on interim storage after September 11 terror and Fukushima
accident. Moreover, an aspect of nuclear security is important to improve
social acceptance of interim storage because public think security factor as
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highly weighted value as safety factor in SNF policy as shown Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 Assessment standards for decision of SNF policy [1]

Assessment standards/ Values

weighted value(%)

Public safety/ Individual safety

23.3

Security

23.3

Burden of future generation

16

Flexibility

16

Worker safety

7.7

Environment

7.1

Feasibility

4

Suitability

1.7

Socioeconomic indicators

0.9

Total

100

1.2.2. Importance of nuclear security in South Korea

As mentioned from previous section, awareness and concerns about the
threat of nuclear facilities terrorism have become acute and pervasive since
the attacks on September 11, 2001. In September 11 reports [6], Al Qaeda
ringleader contemplated a New York area nuclear power plant as potential
target. The Fukushima accident on March, 2011 also showed vulnerability of
interim storage, it illustrates destroying both main and backup cooling can

7

lead to major release and create widespread fear as so-called ‘Radiation
Phobia’. The issue of spent nuclear fuel security has become global hot
potato in nations having nuclear power plant even though not having nuclear
power plant.
The UN Secretary General Mr. Ban-Ki Moon said in 2007 “Nuclear
terrorism is one of the most serious threats of our time. Even one such attack
could inflict mass casualties and create immense suffering and unwanted
change in the world forever. This prospect should compel all of us to act to
prevent such a catastrophe.” [7] In 2009, the former IAEA Secretary General
Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei thought that “The gravest threat faced by the world
is of an extremist group getting hold of nuclear weapons or materials.” These
mentions by significant persons showed international awareness about
importance of nuclear security. Even if there is little recognition, it is
important to recall with significance of nuclear security through Nagasaki
and Hiroshima historical experiences. If nuclear terrorism occurs once again,
only not nuclear bomb, it would not only cause widespread death and
destruction, but would stagger the world economy and thrust tens of millions
of people into poverty [8]. Moreover, it would lead to world war ΙΙΙ.
According to IAEA manuals [9], the scope of nuclear security is
prevention, detection, and response about: Theft of nuclear weapon; Theft of
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material to make improvised nuclear explosive device; Theft of radioactive
material for radiological dispersal device; and Sabotage of facilities or
transport. On a result level of each event, nuclear security is to block
improvised nuclear devices, dirty bomb and sabotage of nuclear facilities.
Figure 1.2 shows correlation between event probability and consequences
what it comes to each scopes of nuclear security. As shown this graph,
nuclear bomb is predictably the most fatal consequence among three events,
but it is very difficult to make or purchase nuclear devices, very few
probabilities.
On the other hands, radioactive material bomb so called dirty bomb
is totally reverse to nuclear bomb. In case of facility attack like sabotage,
event probability and consequences are medium level even though the
precise position on this graph is unpredictable case by case [10]. This event
also has historical evidences. According to testimony of arrested member of
Al Qaeda group testimony, senior leadership has considered the possibility
of sabotaging nuclear facilities [11]. After 2001, Mohamed Atta reportedly
considered targeting a nuclear facility in New York. South Africa has
experience on site attack to acquire hundreds kg of highly enriched uranium
by two teams of armed, well-trained men and from opposite sides. Although
they failed to achieve their objectives, one team penetrated 10,000-volt
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security fence and disabled intrusion detectors. They then went to emergency
control center and shot a worker who managed to raise first alarm. Chechen
terrorists have threatened and planned attacks on nuclear facilities like
nuclear weapon storages and reactors on several times in 21st century. Thus,
its result means that attack of nuclear facilities sufficiently occurs in this age.

Figure 1.2 Consequence and probability on 3 type of event [10]

Finally, South Korea has also significance against nuclear terrorism
because they have fair possibility of attack occurrence by terrorists; North
Korea, politico-religious, nationalist, separatist and so on. Among these
terrorists, North Korea is the most threat because they usually have tried to
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attack since 1953, which year an armistice has been declared. The cases of
over 2700 attempts [12], since 1953 to present have occurred including
aircraft so-called KAL crash in 1987 and the ROKS Cheonan sinking
occurred on 26 March 2010. As shown by Table 1.2, there are 2722
attempting and this provocation including infiltration has high proportion of
success as 10% to be expected. Additionally, Figure 1.3 describes successful
frequency and types of provocation by year. These figures show that
Republic of Korea has highly risk of nuclear facility terror. When attempting
to intrude seaside near a South Korean nuclear power plant in 1985, as
supporting these facts, North Korean commandos were killed.

Figure 1.3 Frequency of North Korea provocations by decades[12]
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Table 1.2 Types and comparison of provocation [10]
Attempt frequency of provocation in 1951-2010
Types of provocation
Infiltration

1761

Ground

497

Ocean

414

Air

43

Nuclear/Missile

7

2722

Successful frequency of provocation

221

Provocation

Armed provocation

In the 1950's

10

1

In the 1960's

78

6

In the 1970's

35

2

In the 1980's

18

3

In the 1990's

45

9

In the 2000's

35

5

Furthermore, Nuclear Power Plant and interim storages can be a
preference target of terrorists in Republic of Korea. Although Korea began
infrastructure development as a developing country, it started nuclear plants
and has undergone remarkable success. The status of South Korea is new
nuclear supplier group and non-nuclear weapon country with active
participating Nuclear Security Summit and NPT regime in various global
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efforts to forge a better peaceful world. Moreover, UAE export of nuclear
power plants and the host of NSS-2012 are very meaningful in the situation
of Korea which is the only divided country in the world. The sequences of
these circumstances signify that ROK’s nuclear facilities have significance
on target of terrorist because NPP has quite symbolic meaning with fatal
influences. For improving a status of ROK in nuclear security after NSS2012 held in Seoul. Therefore, it is important to take a pre-action step for
enhancing nuclear security in Korea. The effect will reduce the liable high
consequence risk and help heighted. To this end, this dissertation provides a
comparison of nuclear security risks of interim storage options for spent
nuclear fuel in South Korea.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
Interim storage of spent nuclear fuel is one of flexible fuel management
strategies before reprocessing or transporting final disposal during shortterms. However, it expands to a long-term methodology because of difficulty
of political, economic and legal issues. Almost countries such as UK, France,
Germany, Sweden, Canada, Japan and US indicate interim storage of SNF
management policy [13]. With this trend, Republic of Korea prosecutes the
interim storage which defined independent facility needed additional
licensing by Korea Atomic Energy Law [2] . As shown by Figure 2.1,
interim storage divides types of; cooling materials like wet and dry, and site
choices as away from reactor and at reactor. Furthermore, location of interim
storage issues underground which includes tunnel, cave concepts and robust
building or above ground with increasing secure concerns. This section
considers the appropriate interim storage option for Korea and it has downselection for specific comparisons. Moreover, this chapter emphasizes the
necessity of this research through a literature review as a rationale for this
study.
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Figure 2.1 Interim storage options for SNF management
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2.1 Cooling technologies on interim storage
The various technologies are available for storing spent nuclear fuel from
wet pools to dry cask. These offer safe, secure, and cost-effective options for
decades or for much shorter periods [14]. The characteristics of SNF are
radioactivity and high thermal so that all used fuel is initially stored in deep
cooling pools at reactor for cooling thermally and radioactively fuels. These
fuels has cooled and decided storage designs depend on burn up, operation
history, and initial enrichment of U-235, but cooling time from 5 to 10 years
is usually enough for transferring the dry cask [15]. Generally, the MIT
report of US interim storage[16] insists two types of cooling SNF must meet
to avoid criticality, to ensure rarely minimum radiation release, to prevent
unacceptable dose to workers, and retrievable storages [17]. The following
discussion describes the available types of interim storage divided by
cooling mediums in the Republic of Korea.
There are two ways to cool the spent nuclear fuel. The first way is
using water called wet storage. It is well understood as well known by water
pools at reactor and this technology has worldwide experiences copiously
[18]. The advantages of water cooling system are high storage density and
strong wholesomeness during long-term period [1]. However, this
technology generates any amount of waste because of corrosion and its cost
16

from initial to operation is high. Moreover, the system itself is active cooling
so it has risk relating to loss of coolant. The second way is using natural air
called dry storage which classifies vault, module and cask. Even if dry
storage is just started several years ago, it is on the increase for inherent
characteristic of passive cooling system. Furthermore, the radiation dose of
worker is lower than it of wet technology, but its’ robustness is weak because
temperature of spent nuclear fuel maintain high [19].
Although wet technology has many benefits, communities hosting
nuclear power plants may welcome such storage as a safer alternative to
dense-packing of spent fuel pools after the Fukushima accident. After the
2011 Japan’s tsunami, Fukushima Daiichi storage has clearly demonstrated
retrievable difference between dry cask and spent fuel pool in safety. There
was hydrogen explosion accident at Fukushima-Daiichi unit 4 spent fuel
pool because of loss of cooling, but the dry cask cooling function at
Fukushima-Daiichi was not lost as the casks were cooled by nature air
convection. So far, no issues on their integrity have been identified from the
external appearance. Also pools are dangerously dense-packed in almost
countries, so older spent fuel should be placed in dry cask storage within
years [20].
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission recently announced results
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that “dry cask storage carries a per-cask risk of cask-failure induced fatality
equal to 1.8 x 10-12 in the first year of operation and 3.2 x 10-14 per year for
each subsequent year of storage”[21]. This report also indicates that dry
technology of spent fuels is a safe method. In case of US spent fuel policy, in
addition, spent fuel pools at existing US reactors are full so older cooler fuel
being shifted to dry cask storage to make space for hot fuel being discharged.
Even if nuclear power plant site is small, storage at reactor is possible.
Figure 2.2 shows the trends in accumulation of used fuel overall and in wet
and dry storage [22].
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Figure 2.2 Trends in Accumulation of Spent Nuclear Fuel Overall and in Wet and Dry Storage [22]
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2.2 Site selection on interim storage
There are three feasible approaches to introduce the interim storage in ROK:
1) the expansion of spent nuclear fuel storage capacities in nuclear power
facilities regarding to relevant facility like MACSTOR-400 at Wolsung
nuclear power plant [2], 2) Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation at
reactor site and 3) the introduction of a new centralized facility [23].
However, the first and second approach are almost similar except from
licensing issues affecting regional public acceptance, so this section will
make comparison of these two options in terms of advantages and
disadvantages in them.
The first approach called as “At Reactor and temporary spent
nuclear pool in NPP”, on-site storage or ISFSI relies on the traditional
approaches that have been implemented successfully at many nuclear power
plant site such as replacing the low-density racks by high-density ones,
moving the SNF from a filled AR storage pool to another on the same site
that has room to accommodate more SNF, and the construction of new dry
storage facilities [23]. This concept has an advantage of

the cost

effectiveness without demand to invest additional cost for choosing the site
while centralized site as mentioned second approach need to associated
social agreements which may in many senses require a certain level of
20

financial burdens. Moreover, the first way has benefits about reduction of
cost and security risks by avoiding expensive potential inter-site
transportation and sharing the existing man power and equipment in reactor
sites with storage facilities. On the other hand, this option has shortcomings
relating to social community disagreement, operation of storage after power
plant decommissioning, limitation of storage area in case of delay of
decision to final spent nuclear fuel management and the financial burden for
the construction and operation of extended new dry storage facilities [1, 14,
16, 23].
The second option is to construct a centralized “Away From Reactor
(AFR)” storage facility. This way transports used fuels from a reactor to the
proposed facility and manages SNF at the facility. The main advantages of the
centralized site is effectiveness of the facility operation and management.
However, this option has some drawbacks of financial burden of extensive
investment at the initial stage of the project for site procurement and
construction of the facility and of difficulty of lower social acceptance which
learn the experiences by getting Gyungju low and intermediate level
radioactive waste disposal taking decades. Moreover, it is difficult to
harmonize the proposed storage plan without any clear action plan with the
subsequent recycling and disposal projects [24]. Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 show
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summary between AR and centralized site on several issues [14]

Table 2.1 Comparison on technical issues between AR and centralized
site [14]
Issues

Advantages of At-Reactor
Storage

Safety

Transpotation

Economics
Technical
issues Monitoring,
security,
and safeguards

Fuel management

U.S.: Postpones transport
costs and hazards
Japan: Less important due to
sea transport

Advantages of a Centralized
Site
Can choose “best” sites
No additional transport needed
if
site is at same location as
permanent solution

May have lower costs if
At-reactor likely cheaper when
permanent solution greatly
transportation is included
delayed
Transport risks
Modest advantage of
postponed, no new
consolidating fuel at single site
sites created
Minimizes handling, since fuel
If located at repository, allows
transported directly to
maximum flexibility for
repository
repository emplacement
or reprocessor.
schedule, facilitates retrieval if
Provides flexibility with
needed and monitoring
capacity added when and where
to detect problems
needed.
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Table 2.2 Comparison on political and institutional issues between AR
and centralized site [14]
Advantages of At-Reactor Advantages of a Centralized
Storage
Site
Maintains pressure for progress
Progress toward
on permanent solutions, avoids
permanent solutions prejudicing repository site
decisions
Issues

Political support for
nuclear energy

Difficulty of siting

Removes fuel from reactor
sites, “looks like a solution”

U.S.: At-reactor generally
simpler, new license not
necessarily required

Avoids reliance on success of
Political Flexibility
one central facility
and
Keeps fuel close to areas that
Institution
benefited from the electricity
al Issues Geographic fairness
(though still an urban-rural
divide)

Japan: Fulfills past
commitments to remove fuel
from reactor sites promptly, but
still faces difficulty of finding
host site
Avoids reliance on success in
extending storage at every site

U.S.: Fulfills DOE past
commitment to take title to fuel
and ship it away from reactors;
removes fuel from shut-down
reactor sites.
Japan: Fulfills past
commitments to remove fuel
from reactor sites.
Both: reduces planning
uncertainties for utilities;
reduces burdens associated
with hosting reactors

Utility and local
concerns
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2.3 Above Ground and Underground Storage

In order to cope with security issues, underground tunnel storage has many
advantages. This section discusses about the position issues on to the choice
of above-ground or underground including tunnel. Because this discuss is not
nature, underground storages have not been used on commercial scale yet.
Some countries are considering underground concepts by increasing security
issues [25]. In case of Germany, underground storage in a form of tunnel
which is located at Neckar-Westheim plant already applied as shown by
Figure 2.3 [26]. There are several underground storage concepts which have
been in development. These concepts mostly based on subsurface application
of heat conduction or convection [25]. Specifically, underground concepts
are: underground vertical-ventilated-module (VVM) storage [27, 28], drywell
[29], twin tunnel storage concept [30, 31], sheltered storage[32, 33] and
robust storage[34].
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Figure 2.3 Neckarwestheim interim storage facility [35, 36]

According to Choi’s paper [25], the underground storage has benefits
of security aspect, which is not visible from plant site boundary or aerial flight
routes and reduces the potential for a strike with a missile or an airplane.
Furthermore, it can be possible to minimize the spacing between storage units
unlike above-ground storage. The siting problem of storage has more flexible
and priority than above storage. As State is to decide to host an international
interim storage during long-term, the advantages of underground concepts
will add because of additional potential for reducing storage costs by suitable
host rock formation and competition of site selection.
The main weakness for underground storage is the need for a
demonstration of assurance to the effectiveness of decay heat removal.
Moreover, this concept has challenges to a validity of the seismic design and
possibility of compatibly cost competition with above-ground storage. The
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study of underground nevertheless must be continued, especially in handling
of and storing casks below-grade for unwanted occasion such as flooding of
storage cavity and tilting of storage cask [25]. For the purpose of providing
specific issues, the additional contents of this section are shown by Table 2.3
[36].

Table 2.3 Underground storage issues [36]

2.4 Potential application of this thesis study

Following the literature review, several shortcomings were discovered for
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above-ground storage in security consensus. First, there are lacks of study
about underground storage. The existing studies are focused on benefits of
only security perspective. The underground concepts including tunnel type of
interim storage has proposed on trends of increasing important of security, so
it is not long.
Second, the most reports from ROK are written considering only
safety and economics except from social acceptance and security. ROK does
not consider nuclear security factors as important factors when choosing the
storage even if nuclear security is one of the fast growing programs in the
world. Even with early investigates in western, the thesis is necessary because
of inherent characteristic of security as prerogative of Korea. In addition, it is
essential to conduct self-assessment about security risks for these concerns
which have long been present change in geopolitics.
Besides these reasons, there are lacks of nuclear security assessment.
Almost they use Probability Risk Assessment with developing Design Basis
Threat scenarios. The specific reason of lacks about assessment model will be
mentioned in Chapter 3. Therefore, this dissertation will focus on the
assessment to nuclear security risks of SNF interim storage, pending discuss
on a permanent repository using modified assessment model.
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Chapter 3. Problem Definition and Approach

This thesis work is to identify the most desirable solution for the interim
storage by comparing appropriate options with respect to nuclear safety,
security and public acceptance. In the consent-based approach, it is important
to explore options with better safety and security so as to improve social
acceptance for the interim storage. In order to achieve these goals, this thesis
firstly scrutinizes available options that were described briefly in Chapter 2
and assesses cost and benefits. There have been numerous studies on the
interim storage options. However, little attention has been paid to technical
solution to security challenges. Hence by this thesis, the existing studies in
Korea can be extended in both technical options consideration spectrums, by
taking into account security aspects.
The problem defines necessary conditions for assessing interim
storage, specifically nuclear security aspects. In addition, a systematic
comparison of broader range of available options will be conducted to assess
suitability of this condition. To make a comparison of options, a modified
procedure for evaluating interim storage and physical protection has been
produced based on the manual of International Project on Innovative Nuclear
Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO) [37]. This Chapter defines the thesis
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problem and the approach of the assessment

3.1 Problem Definition

Interim storage has become the focus of national fuel cycle strategy for all
countries having spent fuel issues. A recent study made by professional
societies in Korea also called for a consent-based process towards the
completion of the first interim storage by 2024. There have been numerous
studies on interim storage options including wet or dry storage design and
locations including “away from reactor(AFR)” or “at reactor(AR)” from the
perspective of safety and economy. However, these studies have never taken
nuclear facility security risks into account even if public are concerned about
security as well as safety. It is necessary to assess interim storage at nuclear
security aspects. Furthermore, the existing studies do not reflect latest storage
concepts despite the fact that nuclear security becomes a more important issue
after 11 September attack and the Fukushima accident. Considering various
options, this thesis adds tunnel concept and building concept among robust
storage options for a mirror of current risks and public concerns. To meet
these weaknesses, the two research problems are defined, as follows:
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What are the requirements of interim storage for spent nuclear fuel on the
nuclear facility security in South Korea?

In case of ROK, what type of interim storage is the most appropriate
and publically acceptable?

3.2 Approach

To find solutions to the defined problems, this study established a new
evaluation process based on IAEA and US models [38-40] and underwent the
process as shown in Figure 3.1. The evaluation process combines two
methods including and IAEA and US as modified methodology and is applied
for the selection of objects for assessment even if these parts are interlinked.
To assess interim storage security by suitable methodology, it is necessary to
focus on nuclear facility security among INPRO physical protection
requirements and also to understand accurate meaning of nuclear facility
security.
There are limited choices for establishing a procedure of the security
evaluation because not only ROK but also mot other countries have not paid
due attention to nuclear security of spent fuel storage. Thus, this dissertation
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has no choice but to describe the security criteria of US Homeland
Department [40]. After finding the proper basis on nuclear facility security,
this thesis carries out overall valuation of country’s nuclear security system.
For choosing the target, the data of site characteristic and accumulated SNF in
South Korea is collected and interim storage options is selected by analysis of
information. The validity of assessment from conditions which modified
INPRO requirements is conducted about the four interim options as shown by
Table3.1. On this basis, a simplified safety and economic analysis has been
made with additional security consideration in this study. Finally, an improved
strategy of SNF interim storage is suggested to reduce nuclear security risks
while enhancing the safety and social acceptance.
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Table 3.1 Conditions for nuclear security assessment

Four types of Interim
storage

Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation -Above
ground

Centralized offsite interim
storage -Above ground

Original INPRO assessment

User Requirements

UR1. legislative and regulatory framework
UR2 integration of Physical Protection throughout INPRO
UR3 trustworthiness
UR4 confidentiality
UR5 threat
UR6 graded approach
UR7 quality assurance
UR8 security culture
UR9 PP considerations in siting of the INS
UR10 Innovative Nuclear System component layout and design
UR11 design of Physical Protection System
UR12 contingency plans
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Independent Spent Fuel
Storage InstallationBuilding

Centralized offsite interim
storage- Underground

Modifed INPRO assessment

UR1. legislative and regulatory framework
UR2. Site security
UR3. Facility Robustness
UR4. Contingency plan

Figure 3.1 Interim storage evaluation process employed in this thesis
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3.3 Methodology
INPRO is the acronym for International Project on Innovative Nuclear
Reactors and Fuel Cycles by IAEA and it is made for to assist States in
meeting their international obligations with respect to special area such as:
environment,

safety,

proliferation

resistance,

waste

management,

infrastructure, economics and physical protection. The objective of INPRO
manual [41] is to help IAEA member states to build national long range
nuclear energy strategies and making decisions about sustainable nuclear
energy development. For achieving this purpose, IAEA has developed a
series of INPRO guidance manuals in each perspective. Among those, this
dissertation selects Guidance for the Application of an Assessment
Methodology for Innovative Nuclear Energy Systems Volume 6 [37] as
physical protection focused on a nuclear security aspect. The original
INPRO for physical protection consists of basic principle (BP), the 12 user
requirements (UR), and the criteria (CR). Additionally, the criteria are
provided on specific indicators and their acceptance limits. However, these
requirements are complex and indifferent for assessing interim storages
which has already experienced or not, so 12 URs cut down as 4.
To estimate nuclear security of interim storage, the INPRO
methodology is modified by incorporating the standards of US Homeland
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Security Department. There are lacks of methodology for assessing nuclear
security risks of spent fuel interim storage, especially in facility aspects. By
OECD/NEA, an assessment was made on overall energy security. In case of
other organizations which are US NRC, the Korea institute of Nuclear Safety,
and the Korea Institute of Nuclear Nonproliferation and Control (KINAC).
US NRC has established the guidelines to manage the Design Basis Threat for
nuclear facility for preventing risks and for supplementing robustness of vital
areas. Moreover, each country makes provisions of related law and regulation
for preventing catastrophe under unproven security situations. However, these
methods are not yet fully detailed for the application to nuclear facility with a
nuclear security aspect.
Interim storage will be considered on several of aspects despite only
consideration of nuclear security because it involves not only the nuclear
facility, but also several local, regional and State organizations and, as such,
affects the other areas of safety, international regulations, public effects, costbenefits and waste management. Thus, its methodology is appropriate for
assessing interim storage on overall nuclear security, especially ROK which
system is unstructured. Furthermore, these standards showed Table 3.1 are not
for only Korea, but international commons, so it can be possible to improve
nuclear energy system as results of this dissertation.
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Although INPRO has the advantages of assessing interim storage,
this must be conducted by experts like primarily a technology user. Therefore,
to modify this assessment is necessary that public having background
information become assessors. The process such as selection and collection of
information is important for security has sensitive characteristic. In addition,
the basis of security is different from each country and prerogative of states.
Despite these reasons, the dissertation adapts standards of nuclear facility
system that US Department of Homeland Security suggested because of
incompletion of its system in ROK. The modified requirements are UR1
legislative and regulatory framework, UR2 Facility Robustness, UR3 Site
Security, and UR4 Contingency plans. These factors will be described at
section 1 determination to assessing factors in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4 Input Preparation for Security
Assessment of Spent Nuclear Fuel Interim
Storages

To assess the validity of an interim storage regarding the area of nuclear
security, using the modified INPRO methodology, the following specific
information should be prepared: description of the interim storage,
description of the site, legislative and regulatory framework related to
nuclear security and of the respective responsibilities of State authorities and
license holders pertaining to nuclear security, the results of an analysis of the
considerations for nuclear security in the other INPRO areas throughout all
phases of the interim storage, the results of an analysis of the considerations
for site security during site selection, effectiveness of the envisioned
physical protection systems of interim storage including transport to be
assessed and nuclear security plan. However, this study is formulated and
conducted upon nonprofessional person who has interests and general
knowledge about nuclear security and interim storage. The most important of
security is confidentiality, so this paper made an effort to compromise the
right to be informed on sensitive information. Thus, it focused on description
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of the interim storage and its site which is evaluated and current legislative
and regulatory framework related to nuclear security, and correspondence
between physical protection and other INPRO areas, especially economics
and infrastructure.

4.1 Description of the interim storage

First of all, it is necessary to select specific interim types for appropriate
assessment. According to literature review, most countries prefer dry storage
to wet storage because of several reasons as summarized Table 4.1.1.
Furthermore, this trend accelerated after the Fukushima accident that caused
by spent fuel pool of one of wet technologies. Thus, this dissertation focused
on dry interim storages.
Before the selection of dry storage model, this study was assumed
that spent nuclear fuel is over 50,000 MWD/MTU of burn up, 5 w/o of
maximum enrichment, 7 years of minimum cooling time and crane capacity
which used to move cask is no more than 113 ton. There have been used to
dry storage such as vaults and container systems including metal casks,
concrete casks, and silos in the world. South Korea have never introduced dry
cask for fuels of pressurized water reactor except heavy water reactor in
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Wolsong. Based on KAERI research project results for interim storage [1],
this study focused on horizontal module types as NUHOMS, concrete casks as
HI-STORM 100 for PWR used fuels and vertical module as MACSTOR/KN400 for currently using CANDU type fuels. As mentioned literature review,
vaults didn’t have experience for PWR fuels and cost of metal casks is very
expensive. As status of market monopoly of Areva and Holtec Company, it is
difficult to develop the Korea’s own technology, so effective using of existing
technology is necessary with fitting situation. Figure 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and Table
4.1.2 shows characteristics of selection dry technologies.
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Table 4.1.1 Comparison between wet and dry technology
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Figure 4.1.1 Conceptual diagram HI-STORM 100 (left) and NUHOMS-32P (right) [42]
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Figure 4.1.2 Conceptual diagram of MASCTOR/KN-400 [1]
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Table 4.1.2 Characteristics of selection dry technologies

PWR

CANDU

Types

Storage
capacity
(bundle)

HI-STORM 100

24(PWR)

61,200

5

10

NUHOMS-24PTH(Canister)

24(PWR)

62,000

5

3

MACSTOR/KN-400

24,000

7,800

Natural
uranium

6

Maximum
Enrichm Cooling
burnup
ent (w/o) time (yr)
(MWd/MT
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Note
External diameter : 3.35 m
Container weight: 109 Tone
Container weight: 100 Tone
Length: 21.9 m
Width: 12.9 m
Height: 7.6m

4.2 Description of site
As mentioned on Chapter 2, it is important to select site type as much as
interim storage technology. The characteristic of site can be categorized as on
site temporary storage like dry cask at Wolsung site, on-site Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) and away from centralized interim
storage. However, ISFSI and temporary storage are mostly similar concept
except from only legal constraints as summarized Table 4.2. Thus, this
dissertation will consider the ISFSI and away from centralized storage. Table
4.2 also describes relative comparison of various constraints relating to
security risks and licensing issues, so validity of these types will be evaluated
focusing on sufficiency of site area in case of using original nuclear power
plant site.

Table 4.2 Comparison of site characteristic
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4.2.1 Calculation of interim storage capacity

Based on forth demand supply program and KAERI’s study about long term
scenarios for introduction of nuclear power plants, it estimated spent nuclear
fuels coming from life cycle of 68 units in 16 nuclear power plant utilities.
There will be 68 units including 23 being operated and 45 being introduced in
the future [4], especially in the year of 2100. It is assumed by design life of
Gori 1 and Wolsung 1~4 units will 40 years through continuing operation and
that of future introduced plants will 60 years. By nuclear power plant sites,
capacity of used fuels can be seen from the Table 4.2.1. In 2100, a total
amount of PWR SNF is 116,780 MTU and overall sum of CANDU SNF in
Wolsung is 15,650 MTU. Some of these SNF will be stored in spent nuclear
pool at each unit reactor, but this capacity is not sufficient for keeping SNF
when finding final permanent repository. It is estimated that exceed capacity
for PWR is 82,940 and CANDU is 6,500 MTU [1].
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Table 4.2.1. Total amounts of SNF and exceed capacity in case of 68 units
[1]
#

NPP sites

1

Gori

2

Wolsong

3

Total amounts of SNF (MTU) Exceed capacity (MTU) Units
2,850

600

4

15,650

6,500

4

Uljin

4,910

2,590

6

4

Yeonggwang

4,920

2,230

6

5

Planned Gori

11,280

8,250

6

6

Planned Uljin

9,060

6,780

4

7

Planned Wolsong

2,220

1,470

2

8

New site

13,590

10,170

6

9

Gori_new

4,530

3,390

2

10 Wolsong_new

4,530

3,390

2

11 Uljin_new

9,060

6,780

4

12 Yeonggwang_new

9,060

6,780

4

13 Planned Gori_new

13,590

10,170

6

14 Planned Uljin_new

9,060

6,780

4

15 Planned Wolsong_new

4,530

3,390

2

13,590

10,170

6

Total amounts of PWR SNF

116,780

82,940

64

Toral amounts of CANDU SNF

15,650

6,500

4

16 New site_new
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4.2.2 Prediction of site area

An area of interim storage required many portions like storage area for SNF,
affiliated facilities to treat and receive radioactive wastes, exclusion area and
controlled area regulated by 10 CFR 72 Subpart E which is U.S. nuclear
energy law. For calculation of site area, this study followed regulations of
ANS/ANSI-57.9 and results from KAERI [1] and KHNP research [5]. Figure
4.2.1 describes conceptual diagram about site area of away from interim
storage. In case of independent storages in nuclear power plant sites, limited
area was only calculated because plant sites were already decided for
controlled area and facilities in site boundary. Table 4.2.2 presents estimation
of the interim storage site area between centralized away from storage and
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). This table also supposed
excessive capacity of spent nuclear fuels, not at total amounts of SNF. As is
shown in the Table 4.2.2, ISFSI area is the range of minimum 2,820 to
maximum 86,540 m2 and centralized away from storage is the scope of
700,000 m2 to 840,000 m2 in case of PWR SNF. This is inevitable result, but
this can be changed by social acceptance because site boundary will change
under social conditions. It is also shown that HI-STORM 100 is more wide
area than NUHOMS although NUHOMOS type is horizontal and HISTORM 100 is vertical type. It means module type is more efficient than
concrete cask in the aspect of site area.
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Figure 4.2.1 Conceptual diagram about site area of away from interim storage
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Table 4.2.2 Estimation of the interim storage site area for excessive SNF capacity (Unit: m2 )
Classification of area

Site selection

Storage area
Exclusion
Affiliated facilities
Area
Subtotal

CANDU
PWR
MACSTOR/KN-400
HI-STORM 100
NUHOMS
10,670
400,590
318,440

Centralized away
Facility boundary
from interim
storage
Controlled area

2,820

2,820

2,820

321,260

403,410

13,490

245,960

261,180

68,790

567,220

664,590

82,280

Site boundary

171,000

171,000

171,000

Total area

738,220

835,590

253,280

6,480

7,150

Uljin

16,030

20,230

Yeonggwang

13,890

17,450

Planned Gori

38,180

49,800

Planned Uljin

32,040

39,610

Planned Wolsong

10,450

12,060

New site

45,980

59,710

Gori_new

18,590

22,840

Wolsong_new

18,590

22,840

Uljin_new

32,040

39,610

Yeonggwang_new

32,040

29,610

Planned Gori_new

2,820

2,820

Planned Uljin_new

32,040

39,610

Planned Wolsong_new

18,590

22,840

New site_new

86,540

59,710

Gori

13,400

Wolsong

Independent
Spent Fuel
Storage
Installation
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4.2.3 Validity of site area

On a basis of result from section 4.2.2, this section compares the validity of
site area in case of choosing ISFSI type. ISFSI is the method of using present
nuclear power plant site. It has an advantage of unnecessary to process site
selection, but is priory conducted an investigation of available extent.
In case of Uljin site as shown by Table 4.2.3, total area of Uljin
Nuclear Power Plant is 2,458,869 m2 including 118,068 m2 building floor
areas in site. It means that ISFSI construction is enough in ROK because
maximum area is 20,230 m2 if it assumes the continuously operation of
nuclear power plant by 2100. Figure 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 are pictures
using Google earth taken from high above 5.00 km2. Table 4.2.2 shows the
relationship between total Uljin site and required site area for interim storage
indicated as the blue square [43]. Figure 4.2.3-5 shows Younggwang Nuclear
Power Plant, Gori Nuclear Power Plant, Wolsung site in regular sequence. As
you see, it is enough to construct the dry interim storage at each site although
this available area mostly consists of forest land. Therefore, it is possible to
valid two types of interim storage in ROK.
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Table 4.2.3 Utilization of Uljin Nuclear Power Plant site area [44]
Area
Total Area of Uljin NPP
(Excepting public waters)

2,458,869㎡

Building area in Site

Total building floor area 352,255
㎡, floor area 118,068㎡

Figure 4.2.2 Uljin NPP site and required site of interim storage
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Figure 4.2.3 Yeonggwang NPP site and required site of interim storage

Figure 4.2.4 Gori NPP site and required site of interim storage
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Figure 4.2.5 Wolsung NPP site and required site of interim storage

4.3 Four types of interim storage

As results of section 4.1 and 4.2, evaluation target summarized several inputs
about interim storage into 2 necessary inputs such as dry ISFSI system and
dry away from centralized storage. Even if previously mentioned research
describes specific standards and models, the specific technological
approaching way is too difficult to evaluate overall comparison by each type
and to get specific information because of characteristic of nuclear security
itself. Therefore, this thesis sets two standards as ISFSI and away from
centralized storage. Additionally, it will be assumed that centralized storage is
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located surrounding seaside because existing NPP is located near the coast.
As mentioned on literature review, it will conduct the comparison of
underground versus above ground for this issue is essential to discuss nuclear
security aspects. There are several underground concepts up to now, but this
dissertation will consider only tunnel storage concept and Thompson’s robust
storage because of geographical conditions and low social acceptance in ROK.
Furthermore, underground storage is not interim storage because it means
final disposal according to U.S NRC report. Figure 4.3.1 describes tunnel
storage concepts modified by two tunnel concept in Switzerland and Figure
4.3.2 depicts Thompson’s robust storage which adds the building structure on
above dry cask. Therefore, this dissertation will conduct relative comparison
on 4 types of interim storage from a viewpoint of nuclear security like Table
4.3. In case of ISFSI, both robust storage and tunnel will consider for utilizing
exclusion area. The type of centralized storage only chose tunnel concept for
feasibility. It will also indicate similar results with robust storage.

Table 4.3 Four types of interim storage
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Figure 4.3.1 Schematic view of tunnel storage concept [36]

Figure 4.3.2 Schematic view of Thompson’s design for hardened dry
storage [39]
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Chapter 5 Results and Discussion
This Chapter consists of two parts. The first part is to explain 4 standards for
assessing nuclear security risks, which is modified from INPRO manuals and
U.S Department of Homeland Security report [34]. Second, this section
indicates the results of the assessment through the 4 criteria. The results
express relative comparison about selected 4 types of interim storages to
Chapter 4. Finally, it suggests appropriate type of interim storage in ROK, and
this shows comparative evaluation from views of total aspects such as safety
and economics on a basis of their results about nuclear security aspects.

5.1 Determination of assessment factors
The INPRO manual of physical protection defined basic principle as “A
physical protection regime shall be effectively and efficiently implemented for
the full lifecycle of an innovative nuclear energy system”[37]. This
dissertation expanded the regime from only physical protection to nuclear
security. In Korea, physical protection was used to describe same word as
nuclear security, but actually physical protection only focused on nuclear
materials and nuclear facilities, whereas nuclear security add radioactive
materials [45]. Therefore, the basic principle of this study is that a nuclear
security regime shall be effectively implemented for interim storage by the
final decision of a spent nuclear fuel management in South Korea. It is the
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overall objective of this regime to protect persons, property, society, and the
environment from malicious acts involving nuclear material or other
radioactive material that could cause unacceptable radiological consequences
[46]. To achieve a nuclear security regime against interim storage, it is the
most important to protect against unauthorized removal of spent nuclear fuels
and sabotage of storage building or casks. Furthermore, if these protection
system fail to shelter for interim storage, emergency plan is necessary to
minimize damages.
Based on meeting these objectives, this study set up 4 User
Requirement (UR) for assessing interim storage in accordance with report of
US Department of Homeland Security [39]. According to this reports, nuclear
facility security is assorted into site security, facility robustness, damage
control and offsite emergency response as is shown in the Figure 5.1. These 4
types of measure could provide a comprehensive defense in depth strategy
against undesirable events. The degree of protection based on 4 categories
will be improved if they are integrated into the selection of interim storage
type before its construction. Additionally, this dissertation considered
regulations related to nuclear security because concept of nuclear security is
changing up to date and introduction of this concept in case of South Korea is
status of start-up. Thus, the 4 URs of this assessment are legislative and
regulatory framework, site security, facility robustness and contingency plan
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which included damage control and offsite emergency responses. Twelve user
requirements UR1 to UR12 are outlined in case of INPRO manual for
physical protection [37]. Although the original factors are detail 12 URs, they
also include four general areas as selected 4 URs in this dissertation. These 12
requirements are only specific standards for assessor which structured experts
and well skilled people. Therefore, it is sufficient to assess 4 requirements for
result in an effective and efficient nuclear security regime for the full lifecycle
of interim storage.
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Figure 5.1 Robust storage of spent fuel in the context of national security [38]
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5.2 Assessing the 4 User Requirements about 4 types

5.2.1 User Requirement UR1 legislative and regulatory framework
User requirement UR1: the legislative and regulatory framework to
govern nuclear security regime should be established prior to the
application of the interim storage in South Korea.

UR1 focused the establishment of a State basis for the nuclear security regime.
This requirement is to check whether an adequate legislative and regulatory
framework has been established. Table 5.2.1 shows the three specific
standards for evaluation of legislative and regulatory framework.

Table 5.2.1 Criterion CR1.1, CR1.2 and CR1.3 for UR1
Criteria (CR)
User Requirements(UR)

Acceptance limit (AL)
Presence
Degree
CR1.1 roles and responsibilities of State
Indicator (IN)

IN1.1: Have the competent authorities been
designated, empowered and responsibilities
defined or planned?

Yes

CR1.2 regulation development
UR1 the legislative and
regulatory framework to
IN1.2: Has the legislative and regulatory
govern nuclear security
Yes
regime should be established framework related to physical protection been
developed
or
under
development?
prior to the application of
the interim storage in South
CR1.3 Truthworthiness
Korea.
IN1.3: Is there a trustworthiness program
defined and implemented with established
acceptance criteria? Moreover, do people
Yes
believe their governments or information
provided authorities?
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High

High

Low

CR1.1 Roles and responsibilities of State: high
The main goal of CR1.1 is to recognize State’s nuclear security system and
regime. To assess this criteria, suggested indicator is the presence of
competent authorities and responsibilities which have been designated,
empowered defined or planned. As shown by Figure 5.2.1, the role sharing of
the distribution organization of nuclear security system is well organized and
its system is high efficient although no one know exactly whether real
management runs well or not. This system has also well connection to
international organizations and regulations.

Figure 5.2.1 Organization system and their role of nuclear security in
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ROK [47]

CR 1.2 Regulation development: high
To assess CR1.2, suggested indicator is the presence of the legislative and
regulatory framework related to physical protection which have been
developed or under development. There are some international conventions
and treaties related to nuclear security. The present Korea’s regulations which
existed and will be made in the future must meet these international
conventions and code as shown Table 5.2.2. Moreover, regulations should
consider rules of joined multinational cooperation initiatives as below Table
5.2.3. As shown by Table 5.2.2 and Table 5.2.3, the ROK implement six
international agreements and treaties, three regulations and 4 multilateral
cooperation standards relating to nuclear security. Furthermore, the state has
law and regulations designed for our country and effective operation to
nuclear facilities as below Figure 5.2.2. These regulations continue to revise
and upgrade considering changes of security threats. Therefore, the result of
indicator is high.
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Figure 5.2.2 Regulation implement in ROK
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Table 5.2.2 International treaties and regulations related to nuclear security
#

International conventions and treaties

Estabilish year

Status of Korea

Content

1

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty(NPT)

1968.7 adoption
1970.3 fermentation

1975 joined

Nuclear weapon disarmament and peaceful use of nuclear
technology

2

Convention on the Physical Protection of
Nuclear Material(CPPNM)

1979.2 adoption
1987.2 fermentation

1982 signature
1987.2 fermentation

Physical protection of nuclear facility and nuclear material in
use, storage, domestic transport and international transport

3

International Convention for the Suppression of
2005.9 adoption
Acts of Nuclear Terrorism(ICSANT,NTC)

2005 signature
Prevention and suppression of nuclear terrorism
Process of ratification

4

Convention on Assistance in the Case of
Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency

1986.9 adoption
1987.2 fermentation

1990.6 joined
1990.7 fermentation

Technical and financial assisstance for recovering physical
damages if radioactive accidents and terrors will occur

5

Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel
Management and on the Safety of Radioactive
Waste Management

1994 adoption
2001.6 fermentation

1997.9 signature
2002.9 donated
ratification instrument

To safely manage and dispose nuclear wastes including SNF
for human health and environment conservation

6

Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear
Accident

1986.9 adoption
1987.2 fermentation

1990.6 joined
1990.7 fermentation

Nortification of nuclear accident

#

Code and Regulations

Code of Conduct on Safety and Security of
1
Radioactive Sources

Estabilish year
2000 first published

2

UNSCR(UN Security Council Resolution)
1540, 1673 and 1373

2004 in case of
UNSCR 1540

3

Nuclear Security Recommendations on Physical
Protection of Nuclear Material and Nuclear
1975 first published
Facilities(INFCIRC/225)

Status of Korea

Content

2005

Control of illicit trade and import and export for radioactive
sources, Prevention of radioactivity terror

2004

To develop and enforce appropriate legal and regulatory
measures against the proliferation of chemical, biological,
radiological, and nuclear weapons and their means of
delivery, in particular, to prevent the spread of weapons of
mass destruction to non-state actors.

1975

Physical protection of nuclear materials and nuclear facilities
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Table 5.2.3 Concepts of multilateral cooperation relating to nuclear security
#
1

Structure of multilateral cooperation
G-8 Global Partnership Against the spread of
Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction

Estabilish year
2002.6

Status of Korea

Content

2004 joined

To expand threar reduction program which is supported
WMD and nuclear materials elimination by financial helps

2 Secure Freight Initiative (SFI)

2006.1

2008.4 joined

Non-intrusive Inspection (NII) and radiation detection
technology against risk materials through ocean transports.
IThe Secure Freight Initiative builds on the current
partnership between the CSI and the Megaports Initiative
(MI).

3 Container Security Initiative (CS I)

2002.1

2003.1 joined

Identify target containers that pose a risk for terrorism and
prevention of incoming shipment for terror.

2007 joined

An international partnership of 83 nations and 4 official
observers working to improve capacity on a national and
international level for prevention, detection, and response to
a nuclear terrorist event

Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear
4
Terrorism(GICNT)

2006
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CR1.3 Trustworthiness: low
The goal of CR1.3 is to conduct public acceptance about trust of government
[48]. The suggested indicator is the presence of a trustworthiness program
defined and implemented with established acceptance criteria. Moreover, it is
about a belief that people believe their governments or information provided
authorities.
In case of South Korea, they have education programs to improve
trustworthiness organized by Korea Academy of Nuclear Safety. In addition,
these training courses are essential according to article 106 at nuclear safety
law in ROK. The trustworthiness program consists of various subjects from
radioactivity to prevention education for existing and new worker. Even if
there has a program, this system of training has shortcomings like absence of
preventing insider threat which is very relevant of recent drug issues at Gori
NPP workers.
Trust makes a formation with person and technology working at
facility of nuclear security but it is collapsing as several recently issues which
are cases about nuclear plant worker used heroin and using poor parts of NPP
[49, 50]. These occasions seriously damage authorities’ trust performing
nuclear security and safety because of concealment of these accidents.
Figure 5.2.3 show questionnaire analysis results which can be estimated trust
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of ROK government. The results indicate to increase concerns after the
Fukushima and Gori accidents. Furthermore, confidence is slowly built but
its’ collapse is rapidly progressed on inherent characteristic of trust like
imbalance principle. Therefore, a standard of faith is evaluated low.

Figure 5.2.3 Questionnaire analysis results relating to trust reduction
[48, 51]

5.2.2 User Requirement UR2 site security

User requirement UR2: for achieve robustness of interim storage within
the framework of security, vulnerabilities of site security should be founded
and eliminated.

The objective of site security is that reduce the potential for implementation of
destructive acts of malice or insanity at an interim storage site. The measures
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would be implemented at offsite locations and at or near the site. It is
generally known as Design Basis Threats (DBT). There are requirements for
accomplishment of more substantial site security: (i) establishment of a
mandatory aircraft exclusion boundary around the site; (ii) deployment of an
approaching-aircraft detection system that triggers a high-alert status at
facilities on the site; (iii) expansion of the DBT, beyond that now applicable
to a nuclear power plant, to include additional intruders, heavy weapons, and
more than one vehicle bomb; and (iv) any ISFSI on the site to receive
protection equivalent to that provided for a nuclear power plant [34, 39, 52].
To meet above requirements, this assessment frame has defined the
following criteria for UR2 as below Table 5.2.4.

Table 5.2.4 Criterion CR2.1 and CR2.2 for UR2
Criteria (CR)
User Requirements(UR)

UR2 For achieve robustness
of interim storage within the
framework of security,
vulnerabilities of site security
should be founded and
eliminated.

Acceptance limit (AL)
Presence
Degree
CR2.1 Target attractiveness

Indicator (IN)

IN2.1: Has the interim storage risk of target to
attack by terrorists? If has, to what extent
does it have?

Yes

High

Yes

Case by case

CR2.2 Threats
IN2.2: Has the Design Basis Threats related to
interim storage been developed or is it under
development? If has, to what extent of effect
does it have?
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CR2.1 Target Attractiveness: high
The main goal of CR2.1 is to recognize target attractiveness of interim storage.
To assess 2.1 criteria, suggested indicator is ‘Has the interim storage risk of
target to attack by terrorists? If has, to what extent does it have?’
The definition of target attractiveness means possibility that interim
storage can be symbolic object as World Trade Center building and Pentagon
in 11 September 2001. Although citizen has concerned about nuclear-facility
accidents, U.S NRC has a longstanding policy of downplaying because
quantitative results of probability risk assessment is low. Moreover, there has
been no determined attack on a US civilian nuclear facility. However, trend is
changing that assault of nuclear facilities is significant [7].
In view of process of turbulence of world order, it would be prudent
to assume that any interim storage could be the subject of a determined attack.
Moreover, this storage may be especially prime targets because of their
symbolic connection with nuclear weapons. Historically, the Korea
government has signal of North Korea’s willingness to attack nuclear facilities
as types of commando type in 1985. A terrorist group possessing a crude
nuclear weapon or heavy weapons and vehicle might choose to use that
weapon on an interim storage for two reasons. First, interim storage would be
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highly symbolic because Republic of Korea is a powerful nation in nuclear
power plant business. Second, if interim storage will be attacked, the
radioactive fallout from the weapon would be greatly amplified for contents
of storage is radioactive and hazards materials.
Table 5.2.5 indicates comparison of 4 types of interim storage which
have been selected at above chapter 4. For the comparison analysis about
target attractiveness, this thesis selects 5 factors which can be reflected to our
purpose. The five indicators are level of protection, attention, accessibility,
recovery time, costs for attack investment and effects of attack on each type.
As a result, above ground centralized site is the most attractive target for
attack, which means that the type has more security risks. Generally, there are
no difference between robust storage and tunnel concept on target
attractiveness and these concepts so called as underground type also have
benefits to reduce security risks because of no visible characteristic.

CR2.2 Threats: case by case
To make the specific threats for interim storage and to assess weakness about
4 types of interim storage are the main goal of CR2.2. To achieve these
purposes, suggested indicator is ‘Has the Design Basis Threats related to
interim storage been developed or is it under development? If has, to what
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extent of effect does it have?’
A site security has the specific objective to prevent undesirable
events from successfully completing a malicious act and thereby achieving
their purpose. Thus, a clear description of this adversary threat is an essential
prerequisite for assured and effective site security. Design Basis Threats
documentary generally confidential, but parts of DBT are opened after the
9.11 terror because of improved development of DBT scenarios and meeting
public interests. In case of U.S., Germany, and U.K., they were evaluated
DBT on interim storages, but Korea doesn’t have formal interim storage
except for MACSTOR/KN-400 which is not called for interim storage on
legal basis. Thus, this study couldn’t find the materials for assessing DBT of
overall interim storage in Korea. However, there were many studies on DBT
in nuclear power plant that is similar to interim storage’s that, so it can be
estimated under development.
First, this dissertation makes the DBT for only interim storage as
below Table 5.2.6. The modes of attack are: insider threats, aircraft as a
weapon including commercial and explosive laden small aircraft, commando
style attack regarding as traditional method, land-vehicle bomb, anti-tank
missile and 10 kilotons nuclear weapon [6, 53, 54]. On each types of attack is
analyzed as baseline threat like possibility of occurrence and damage
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consequences such as effects for worker in exclusion area and release of
radioactive materials. This analysis also depicts the situation of present
defense on each attack.
On a basis of DBT scenarios, this paper describes the attack impacts
on 4 types of interim storage as shown by Table 5.2.7. This analysis is
performed by relative comparison considering characteristics of each type
because it has difficulty to simulate for lacks of tool and take a substantive
experiment for enormous budget. The main result is underground concept
either robust storage which can be explained as additional building on the
ground or tunnel is more efficient than above ground regardless of site
selection that is at reactor or centralized away from reactor.
In addition, centralized site has more risks about the several attacks
because of two reasons. One is that ISFSI is located at nuclear power plant
site so possibility of attack to NPP is higher than it of ISFSI. The other reason
is that NPP can easily become a target in case of attack using by large scale
weapon like aircraft. Figure 5.2.4 shows true ratio of size in a case of aircraft
attack. However, there is the opposite result in case of inside threats. It is the
reason that insider threats depend on the number of workers, so ISFSI at the
NPP is the more risky than centralized site.
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Figure 5.2.4 True ratio of size on STEAG- Building versus commercial
aircraft called Boeing 747 [26, 55]
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Table 5.2.5 Target attractiveness analysis about 4 types of interim storage
CR 1. Target attractiveness

Level of Protection
Attention

Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation -Above
ground
Medium
Low

Centralized offsite interim
storage -Above ground

Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation-Tunnel
& Robust storage
High
Low

Centralized offsite interim
storage- Tunnel & Robust
storage
High
High

Difficult

Difficult

Highly cost

Highly cost

Accessibility

Difficult

Attack-cost

Depend on weapons

Low
High
Not to easy, but more easy
than ISFSI
Depend on weapons

Recovery Time

Long, but depend on case by
case

Long, but depend on case by
case

Long, but depend on case by
case

Long, but depend on case by
case

Effects of attack

Catastrophic

Catastrophic

weak

weak
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Table 5.2.6 Design Basis Threats analysis
CR 2.2 Design Basis Threats
Mode of Attacks
Attack

Baseline threat
(Possibility)

Characteristic

• Larger effects with small investments
• Easy to occur
• More difficult to obtain than preThermal energy of Boeing 747Aircraft Commercial aircraft
9/11 • Can destroy larger, softer
400 filled with half fuel: 900tonnes
as a
targets
of TNT/ Blast overpressure: over
Weapo
• Readiy obtainable
725,000 kg/m^2 / Key issues:
Explosive-laden smaller aircraft
n
• Can destroy smaller, harder targets intensity and duration of fire
Insider threats

Commando-style attack
Land-vehicle bomb
Anti-tank missile
10-kilotonne nuclear weapon

• Could involve heavy weapons and sophisticated tactics
• Successful attack would require substantial planning and resources
• Readily obtainable
• Highly destructive if detonated at target
• Readily obtainable
TOW missile 22kg / range:
• Highly destructive at point of impact 3000m
• Difficult to obtain
• Assured destruction if detonated at 10kT of TNT
target
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Damage consequence
Present defense

Workers in
exclusion area

Release of
radioactive materials

High

Medium

very Low

Low

High

High

None

Medium

High

High

None

Medium

High

Low

High

High

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

very Low

very High

very High

worker education

Alarms, fences and lightly-armed
guards, with offsite backup
Vehicle barriers at entry points to
Protected Area
None if missile launched from
offsite
None

Table 5.2.7 DBT analysis about 4 types of interim storage

Mode of Attack

Insider threats
Commercial
Aircraft
aircraft
as a
Explosive-laden
Weapon
smaller aircraft
Commando-style attack
Land-vehicle bomb
Anti-tank missile
10-kilotonne nuclear weapon

Relative comparison for possibility of successful attack
Independent Spent
Independent Spent
Centralized offsite
Centralized offsite
Fuel Storage
Fuel Storage
interim storage interim storageInstallation -Above
InstallationAbove ground
Underground
ground
Building
High

Medium

Low

very Low

Low

Medium

very Low

None

Medium

High

Low

None

Low
High
High
Low

Low
High
High
Low

very Low
Low
Low
very Low

very Low
None
Very Low
very Low
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5.2.3 User Requirement UR3 facility robustness

User requirement UR3: in a viewpoint of cost-benefits, a variety of dry
storage types and concepts should be selected and developed to improve
hardened and dispersed storage module for achieve facility robustness.

Facility-robustness is that improve the ability of a nuclear facility to
experience adversary acts of malice or insanity without a significant release of
radioactive material to the environment. In illustration, tunnel concepts of dry
cask in Neckarwestheim can be intended to withstand aerial attacks without
releasing a significant amount of radioactive material to the open air
environment. An ISFSI and centralized interim storage could be constructed
with a similar degree of robustness. Moreover, this robustness strategy should
consider cost, timeframe and phase of nuclear power plant. It is necessary to
enhance robustness of storages by construction of the ISFSI and Centralized
storage to employ hardened, dispersed, dry storage. UR3 has defined the
following criteria below as Table 5.2.8.
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Table 5.2.8 Criterion CR3.1 and CR3.2 for UR3
Criteria (CR)
User Requirements(UR)
UR3 In a viewpoint of costbenefits, a variety of dry
storage types and concepts
should be selected and
developed to improve
hardened and dispersed
storage module for achieve
facility robustness.

Acceptance limit (AL)
Presence
CR3.1 Phase and timeframe

Indicator (IN)

IN3.1: Do the assessments of interim storage
risk consider phase and timeframe?

Yes

CR3.2 Hardened and dispersed storage
IN3.2: Do this storage have hardened and
dispersed storage?

Difference of degree

CR3.1 Phase and timeframe
The role of indicator decides the appropriate storage considering phase and
timeframe before this assessment select solution for proper interim storage in
Korea. For the evaluation of interim storage on a prospect of facility security,
it is significant to know phase of nuclear power plant such as operating and
decommissioning. Furthermore, it must need assumptions for storage period
of interim storage. The reason of consideration is difference of security risks
from decommissioning to operating status, also same as timeframe. Generally,
initial cost of underground concepts is high because of drill and blast. Before
the assessment, this dissertation already set up necessary inputs as operating
and timeframe in 2100 year. Therefore, its results from UR1, UR2 and UR4
evaluation will be meaningful. The brief evaluation indicator is suggested by
Table 5.2.9.
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CR3.2 Hardened and dispersed storage: difference of degree on each type
The objective of CR 3.2 is the presence of construction to employ hardened,
dispersed, dry storage on a nuclear security perspective. Fundamentally, dry
cask and module as itself is technically strong because most interim cask
consists of 4 multiple barriers. However, it is surely lower than hardness of
robust and tunnel concept. Dispersed storage is the problem related to site
selection. According to circumstances, ISFSI has more benefits on a
viewpoint of large inventory whereas centralized site as non-dispersed storage
has more benefits of effective management.
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Table 5.2.9 Phase and timeframe about 4 types of interim storage
CR 3.1 Phase and Timeframe
Timeframe

Phase
After
During operation
decommission of
of NPP
NPP
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low

Operation period- Cost benefits

ISFSI
Centralized
off site

Above
Building
Above
Under

Short term
O

Long term
O
O
O

Transport
Low
Low
High
High

Table 5.2.10 Hardened and dispersed storage analysis about 4 types of interim storage
CR3.2 Hardened and dispersed storage
Independent Spent
Independent Spent
Centralized offsite
Centralized offsite
Fuel Storage
Fuel Storage
interim storage interim storageInstallation -Above
InstallationAbove ground
Underground
ground
Building
Hardened storage Degree of protection system
Low
Low
High
very High
Dispersed storage

Small inventory of SNF

High

Low

High

Low

Intensive control

Low

High

Low

very High
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5.2.4 User Requirement UR4 contingency plan

User requirement UR4: contingency plan to respond to unauthorized
removal or sabotage of storages/transport or of spent nuclear fuel, or
attempts thereof, should be prepared and appropriately exercised by all
license holders and authorities concerned.

Contingency plan includes damage control and offsite emergency responses.
Damage control is measures of reducing the potential for a release of
radioactive material from a facility following damage to that facility due to
attack by terrorists. The following standards of damage-control measures
could be implemented: (i) establishment of a damage control capability for
workers and equipment on site because first response and offsite resources for
backup is important; and (ii) provision of equipment and training to damage
control on a radioactively-contaminated site [56].
To reduce the potential for exposure of offsite populations to release
of radioactive material from a nuclear facility is emergency response. This
must include: (i) improved communications for flexibility and resilience with
a richer flow of information and capability of information exchange; (ii)
precautionary initiation of response, with State authorities having an
independent capability to identify conditions calling for a precautionary
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response; (iii) criteria for long-term protective actions; (iv) capabilities for
radiation monitoring, plume tracking and dose projection; (v) medical
response; and (vi) improved public education and involvement [39]. To meet
above requirements, this assessment frame has defined the following criteria
as Table 5.2.11.

Table 5.2.11 Criterion CR4.1, CR4.2 and CR4.3 for UR4
Criteria (CR)
User Requirements(UR)
UR4 Contingency plan to
respond to unauthorized
removal or sabotage of
storages/transport or of
spent nuclear fuel, or
attempts thereof, should be
prepared and appropriately
exercised by all license
holders and authorities
concerned.

Acceptance limit (AL)
Presence
Degree
CR4.1Responsibilities for contingency plan
Indicator (IN)

IN4.1: Have responsibilities for execution of
the emergency plans been identified?

Yes

Medium

CR4.2 Mitigation and emergency response
IN4.2: Does interim storage have capabilities
to mitigate(damage control) radiological
consequences after attacks?

Yes

Medium

CR4.1 Responsibilities for contingency plans: medium
To evaluate CR4.1, the indicator is ‘Have responsibilities for execution of the
emergency plans been identified?’ According to letter of the Act for the
physical protection and radiological emergency in ROK, there is contingency
plan for radiological disaster. Moreover, National radiation exercise is carried
out at Uljin NPP site on October 2012 for emergency preparedness training as
below Figure5.2.5.
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The ROK has system technical support for radiological emergency
plan so called Atomcare which is world-class technology. The CARE system
has objective to protect humans and the environment from a radiation
exposure by providing the technical support and advisory services to the
national radiological emergency response system in the case of a
radiological emergency from a radiation accident at a nuclear facility such as
an identification of the accident status, dispersion of the radioactive
materials into the environment, estimation of the following accident doses to
the public and so on [57]. Its technology is discussing about offer for
technology at a request of Incident and Emergency Centre in the IAEA.
Figure 5.2.6 describes component modules of the CARE system.
Despite having the outstanding system, CR4.1 is evaluated at medium
because of lacks of sufficient prevention tools for detection, measurement
and monitoring like Table 5.2.12. Moreover, it is difficult to assess security
system for interim storage because there are no storages in ROK except from
Wolsung case which is similar to interim storage. Moreover, the information
of physical protection system on interim storage is in poor condition.
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Figure 5.2.5 National radiation exercise at Uljin [58]

Figure 5.2.6 Configuration diagrams of the CARE System [57]
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Table 5.2.12 Lists of physical protection in ROK and international situation [47]
Republic of Korea
Infrared Ray Sensor, lights, thermal array sensor, CCTV, etc
Dectection equipment

Delay equipment

Underground Intrusion Detection, Air-borne Intrusion Detection, Water-borne
Intrusion Detection , lacks of information
Barrier, fence, wall, locking device

Response equipment

? (lacks of information)

International Response force equipments
Basic Weapons (Side arm)
Vehicles
Offensive Weapon (Assault rifle) • Protect guards on patrol
Special Weapons
• Protect guards as they deploy
• Precision rifle
• Mobile fighting position
• Machine guns
• Grenade launchers
Ammunition
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Protective Gear
• Body armour
• Helmet
• Gas Mask
• Chemical and Biological Suits
• Flashlights
• Handcuffs

CR4.2 Mitigation and emergency response: medium
The Indicator of CR4.2 is to know that interim storage has capabilities to
mitigate (damage control) radiological consequences after attacks. To prepare
unexpected disaster, there is much equipment for mitigating and recovering
radioactivity damages. Thus, the capability of emergency response is high.
For very little is known by the real operation, the value of CR4.2 is medium.
As appears by Fukushima accident, they suffer the problem to solute their
disaster on a part of communication because of top-down culture that
similarly existed in ROK. Furthermore, existed contingency plan is mostly
focused on radiation leakage by nuclear accident but it is discussed owing to
more fast initial rate of terror attack.
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5.3 Results and discussion

On a basis of results from INPRO assessment, Table 5.3.1 indicates
comparison on 4 types of interim storage from a viewpoint of only security.
The factor of harden storage has an influence about failure of attack and
these two factors can be integrated as one in similar proportion. Moreover,
small inventory of used fuel is the same as target attractiveness but intensive
control is difficult to become an indicator for the results of 4 user
requirements that are a dearth of reliable information on the efficient
management or operation. Even if this research is not considered about
transport risks among security issues, transport is the most important factor
occupied as over 70 percent on other security indicators [3, 14, 32], but it is
very complex. To set high priority as overall nuclear security evaluation on
interim storage, this paper disregarded transport issues. To overcome this
shortcoming, it assumed centralized site will be located at seaside nearby
existing NPP site for minimization of gap from transport issues.
By summarizing the factors on a security aspect more simply like
Table 5.3.2, centralized underground concept is the most benefit, but ISFSI
underground concept is also valuable if transport factor will be considered.
However, it is a natural result because underground concept itself is
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suggested by increasing demand of nuclear security. Therefore, the four
types of interim storage were evaluated once again with safety, economic
and public perception factors for the more validity of this dissertation.
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Table 5.3.1 Security comparison on 4 types of interim storage
Specific factors

Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation Above ground

Centralized offsite interim
storage -Above ground

Independent Spent Fuel
Storage InstallationBuilding

Centralized offsite interim
storage- Underground

Small inventory of spent fuels

High

Low

High

Low

Intensive control

Low

High

Low

very High

Hardened storage

Low

Low

High

very High

Target attractiveness

Medium

High

Low

very Low

Transport

High

Low

High

Low

Failure of attack

Low

Low

High

very High

Table 5.3.2 Total benefits of security on 4 types of interim storage
Specific factors

Target attractiveness
Failure of attack
Total benefits of security

Independent Spent Fuel
Independent Spent Fuel
Centralized offsite interim
Centralized offsite interim
Storage Installation Storage Installationstorage -Above ground
storage- Underground
Above ground
Building

Medium
Low
Medium

High
Low
Low
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Low
High
High

very Low
very High
very High

Table 5.3.3 Total relative comparison of several aspects
Relative comparision of benefits about each factors (High: Best benefits , Low: rarely benefits)
Independent Spent Fuel
Independent Spent Fuel
Centralized offsite interim
Type of risk
Specific factors
Storage Installation Storage Installationstorage -Above ground
Above ground
Building
Dry(Passive cooling)
High
High
Medium
Selection of site
Low
High
Low
Avoid flooding
High
High
High
Safety (The more Avoid underground water
High
High
High
safety, the more Adequate shielding
Low
Low
High
benefits)
Fire accident
Low
Low
High
Risks of expose to weather and earthquake
Low
Low
Medium
Decay heat removal
High
High
Low
Experiences
High
High
Medium
The relative total of safety benefits
High
High
High
Capital cost
High
Medium
Medium
Economics (The Operating cost(Short-term)
High
very Low
Low
more expensive, Operating cost(Long-term)
Low
very High
very Low
the less benefits) Security cost (fence, labor and light)
Medium
Low
High
Transport cost
High
Low
High
The relative total of economic benefits (Short)
very High
Low
High
The relative total of economic benefits (Long)
Low
High
very Low
Small inventory of spent fuels
High
Low
High
Intensive control
Low
High
Low
Hardened storage
Low
Low
High
Security
Target attractiveness
Medium
High
Low
Transport
High
Low
High
Failure of attack
Low
Low
High
The relative total of security benefits
Low
very Low
High
Public perception
Concern about de-facto repository
High
Medium
Medium
(The more
concern, the less
Public consensus
Low
Medium
Low
benefits)
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Centralized offsite interim
storage- Underground
Low
Medium
Low
Low
very High
High
High
Low
Low
Medium
Low
very Low
High
very High
Low
very Low
High
Low
very High
very High
very Low
Low
very High
High
Low
Medium

Table 5.3.4 Brief comparison of several aspects
Independent Spent
Independent Spent
Centralized offsite
Centralized offsite
Fuel Storage
Fuel Storage
interim storage interim storageInstallation -Above
InstallationAbove ground
Underground
ground
Building
Safety
Economics (Short)
Economics (Long)
Security

High
very High
Low
Medium

High
Low
High
Low

High
High
very Low
High

Medium
very Low
High
very High

Table 5.3.5 Summary of the suggested costs for each option [59]

1
2
3
4
5
6

Above ground
Above ground
Above ground
Above ground
Below ground
Below ground

Assumption: Operating 300 years ( not included social costs)
Option
Cost(£ billion) Uncertantity(Experience)
Centralized
Unprotected
6.5
L
Centralized
Protected
12
L
Current Location Unprotected
7.5
L
Current Location
Protected
14.5
L
Centralized
Protected
7.5
M
Current Location
Protected
12.5
M
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4 types
Away From ground
ISFSI-Above ground
ISFSI-Buiding
Away From tunnel

Table 5.3.6 Comparison to risk of public perception

Risk of public perception

Independent Spent
Independent Spent
Centralized offsite
Centralized offsite
Fuel Storage
Fuel Storage
interim storage interim storageInstallation -Above
InstallationAbove ground
Underground
ground
Building

De-facto repository
Difficulty of public consensus

Low
High

Low
Medium

Medium
High

High
Medium

Table 5.3.3 explains respective issues for security, safety,
economics and public acceptance aspects and the relative comparison
analysis is also performed by each factors. The safety aspects include:
passive cooling, flooding, underground water, adequate shielding, fire
accident, expose to weather and earthquake, decay heat removal and
experiences. The economic aspects considered capital cost, operation,
security labor and transport cost by the periods of short-term or long-term. In
addition, public acceptance is evaluated as only one issue like concerns
about de-factor repository.
Table 5.3.4 summarized the various issues provided Table 5.3.3 as
the upscale indicators. As shown by Table 5.3.3 and Table 5.3.4, both above
ground and underground concept in case of ISFSI have more advantages
beside other types during short-term operation. In a period of short-term,
underground concept has more benefits than above at centralized site. The
centralized tunnel is one of kind during long-term storage. The effect is that
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it can be possible that underground concept is useful, more safe and
available competition of economics. This greatly enhances the scientific
value of the study. With this, it also demonstrates by CORWM’s report [59]
in UK as shown by Table 5.3.5. As you see, the result from CORWM is
similar to this study and it is that underground is more economically than
above ground for the long time. Although it is assumption about operation
during 300 years, this result will open up all sorts of possibilities to future
underground studies.
The underground concept has more benefits if it overcomes
uncertainty from lack of experiences. This can be possible to have
continuously interests about Germany cases at Neckarwestheim NPP. The
one way to approach tunnel concept is using natural caves which has formed
substantially along the seashore in ROK. Moreover, it has advantages of
reducing the risks of transport security and accident from earthquakes and
tsunami. In addition, tunnel concept can achieve aims of this dissertation,
which improve social acceptance through reducing security risks.
Unlike these advantages of underground concept, there are
limitations on a two perspectives like consensus of local resident and defacto repository. ISFSI need an effort to get a consensus more than
centralized site, but the centralized site ironically involved a risk of de-facto
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repository. For these reason, it is difficult to decide the types of interim
storage. To solve this problem, ROK and their authorities must continue their
efforts. One way is to provide legal system for an assurance that interim
storage cannot become a final disposal. Even though policy of interim types
is decided, the government does not stop to secure the final permanent
repository and direction of policy on SNF management.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

On a basis of the results from Chapter 5, this chapter will discuss about
expected effects on the policy decision systems of SNF management.
Furthermore, this dissertation will suggest policy recommendations about
interim storage and it will be helpful and useful to collect public opinions.
Even if this study strives hard to conduct the evaluation of overall nuclear
security risks relating to nuclear facility, especially interim storage, there are
some supplements to make a better formation of public consensus. Therefore,
this will be continued to research as future study.

6.1 Expected effects and recommendations

There has been rarely comparison between above ground type and
underground concept, so the results from this study will become an
alternative when policy maker decides the SNF management plan. It will
also contribute to improve the social acceptance by providing the security
risk assessment results of interim storages. Figure 6.1 shows policy decision
factors diagram which consists of environment effect, sociality and
economics. However, this diagram has problem which is not considered
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security factor. Furthermore, as you see the withdraw case of Yucca
mountain, social acceptance is the most deciding factor in the present and the
future so this factor places high level which includes security, safety and
economics. This dissertation was performed on a viewpoint of Figure 6.2 but
it is necessary to study having perspectives like Figure 6.3 because
importance of economics will continuously be increasing in the future.

Figure 6.1 Evaluation model for policy decision in existing study [5]
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Figure 6.2 Evaluation model for policy decision in this study

Figure 6.3 Evaluation model for policy decision in the future

There are several recommendations for more securing interim
storage in ROK. The country is well structured on nuclear security system.
Especially, it has strong power of technology and legal framework. However,
its potential to actual operation is still an unknown quantity and there is
some weakness like response equipment and education for preventing insider
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threat.
The first recommendation is to prepare systematic concept and
actual system of nuclear security. Even if the organization system and
sharing role of nuclear security is well built, the definition of security is
vague because of continuous changes of its conception.
The second recommendation is to develop model for assessing
nuclear security risks. The existing tool is only focused on probability risk
assessment by development of DBT scenarios. Finally, it is essential to make
DBT for only interim storage because ROK only tried to develop NPP
scenarios.

6.2 Future work

As mentioned at section 5.2, this comparison analysis was performed
byassumption of operating inteirm storage. However, it is necessary to
analysis of the various phases such as decommissioning and tranporting for
improving quality of results. Therefore, additional study of time and phase
framework will be conducted. In addition, specific and realistic approaches
must go side by side this qualitative method. For example, there are
simulation for physical and thermal impacts according to Germany reports
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for security of interim storage [26]. If used, it can be possible to analysis
consequences against modes of attack.
On a demonstration to validity of this modified assessment,
the future work is to consult a specialists on nuclear security and INPRO
assessment. To more apply the ideal concepts, the future study will research
the potential to reuse decommissioning NPP site as interim storage site. For
the reason that ROK has small territory, the issues of utilization to site area
are important and valuable.
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국문 요약서

전 세계적으로 원자력 발전을 사용하는 국가들은 사용후핵연료
관리정책결정의 난항을 겪고 있다. 한국도 예외 없이, 국내 원자력
발전소 임시저장시설의 포화가 2024년으로 다가왔음에도 불구하고,
사용후핵연료를 재처리 할 것인지 직접 처분할 것인지 결정하지
못하고 있다. 이에 한국은 사용후핵연료 정책의 유연성 확보를 위한
중간저장시설의 도입을 추진하고 있다.
국제사회는 2001년 9.11 테러 이후 핵 시설에 대한 테러 대한
관심이

생겨났으며,

사용후핵연료
또한

2011년

중간저장시설의

한국은

2012년

후쿠시마

3월
안보에

제2차

대한

사고로

관심이

핵안보정상회의를

인하여

증가하였다.
개최함으로써

핵안보에 대한 국제적 입지를 다졌고, 더불어 핵안보에 대한 대중의
관심이 높아졌다.
핵안보에 대한 인식의 변화로 핵물질 관련 시설의 취약점들이
수면위로 떠오르고 있는데, 그 중 하나가 중간저장시설에 대한 핵
안보 취약성 문제이다. 국외 미국, 독일 영국 등에서는 이러한
문제에 대한 연구가 활발히 진행되고 있다. 그러나 한국의 경우
기술안전성,
것인지에

경제성
대한

측면에서

평가

어떠한

연구와

중간저장방식을

중간저장시설

도입을

도입할
위한

사회공론화를 위한 연구는 활발히 진행되고 있으나, 중간저장시설의
핵안보적 평가 연구는 존재하지 않은 실정이다. 현실이 이렇다 보니
한국의 핵시설에 대한 핵안보 체계가 어느 정도 구축되어 있는지
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알기 어려울 정도다. 따라서 본 논문에서는 한국의 핵안보의 현재
위치를 평가하며, 안보에 강점을 둔 중간저장시설을 제시하고자
한다.

연구주제는

중간저장시설의

핵안보

리스크

평가를

위한

필수조건은 무엇이며, 한국에서 고려하고 있는 중간저장시설 타입을
제시된 기준에 부합하는지 비교 평가하는 것이다. 이에 대한 답을
찾기

위해,

연구사례분석을

중간저장방식을

통해

한국에

선정하고,

적용

가능한

국제원자력기구(IAEA)의

인프로(INPRO)방법론과 미국 국토 안보부(DHS)의 핵안보 체계를
바탕으로 중간저장시설의 핵안보 평가 기준을 만들었다. 이 평가
방법을 바탕으로 앞에서 선정한 4가지 중간저장방식에 대한 핵안보
리스크 평가를 진행하였다.
한국의 핵시설관련 안보체계와 효율성과 중간저장시설에 대한
핵안보 리스크를 평가하기 위해, 평가기준으로 관련 조직체계와
법적인 체제, 부지안보, 시설의 건전성, 비상대응계획 4가지 기준을
선정했다. 이 기준을 선정함에 있어서는 미국 국토안보부의 체계를
따랐는데, 이는 한국의 핵안보체제에 대한 개념정립이 미비했기
때문이다.

이로부터

정책적으로

한국의

핵안보에

대한

확실한

개념정립 및 체제정비가 필요함을 알 수 있었다.
조직체계와 법적인 체제 평가를 통해, 한국의 핵시설 테러에 관한
조직체계와 법이 생각했던 것과 달리 잘 구축되어 있음을 알 수
있었다. 이는 이러한 계획과 체제에 대한 홍보부족과 관심부족
때문이라 생각된다. 다만 정부와 관련부처에 관한 국민의 신뢰는
취약하다는

문제점을

안고

이다.

대응(Response)체계에서

관련

장비나

또한

한국의

인력이

경우

방호

취약하다는

점을

제외하고 방호, 방재대응계획이 마련되어 있으며, IT를 기반으로 한
국제적으로 잘 구축되어 있음을 알 수 있었다.
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부지안보와

시설

건전성

기준은

구체적으로

중앙집중터널,

중앙집중지상, 부지내지상, 부지내빌딩 방식의 안보적 리스크를
평가하였다.
장기적으로

그

결과

중앙집중터널

경제성과
방식과

안전성측면을
부지내터널

혹은

고려하더라도
빌딩방식이,

단기적으로 부지내빌딩 방식이 안보적으로 안전하였다. 다만 이
결과는 운영중의 상태만을 고려했을 때기 때문에, 운송중과 원자로
해체 중에 일어날 수 있는 리스크도 따로 고려하는 연구와 현 평가
기준과 방식의 타당성에 대한 논의가 더 진행되어야 할 것이다.

주요어: 사용후 핵연료 관리 정책, 핵안보 리스크, 중간저장시설,
INPRO 방법론, 건식저장시설, 터널방식저장
학 번: 2011-21097
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주시는 전봉근 교수님, Chris 교수님, Kuno 교수님께 감사의
마음을 전합니다.
대학원 생활 전 과정을 통해 제게 귀감이 되어 주신 이미
졸업을 하신 류경하 박사님, 남효온 박사님과 효숙이와 지훈이,
이번에 졸업하시는 이승기 박사님, 조재현 박사님, 그리고 머지
않을 미래에 학위취득을 하실 남원창 선배님, 노현엽 선배님,
그리고 항상 연구실에 웃음을 주는 개그맨 윤재영, 본 받을 점이
많은 박재영, 항상 나를 신경 써주고 따라주는 귀요미 예지.
연구실 분위기 메이커 성준이와 희재, 그리고 음악이면 음악,
공부면 공부 어디 하나 빠지지 않는 정윤이와 용훈이, 모두에게
감사의 말을 전합니다. 특히 아무것도 모르는 저에게 많은
지식을 알려주신 최성열 박사님과 인영이에게 고맙다는 말을
전하고 싶습니다.
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어렵던 시기에 제게 비타민이 되어준 경령언니와 아라 조교님,
행복 전도사 사라 선생님, 영수언니, 현선언니, 은미언니 너무나
감사합니다.

초등학교

때부터

이

못난

친구와

친구해주는

우루사의 기운을 전해주는 루사 수현이와 천사 영림이, 선생님
혜영이, 언제나 지금처럼 함께하길 소망합니다. 그리고 영원한
룸메이트 수빈이, 항상 뒤에서 신경 써주는 어른스런 말목
민섭이와 긍정적 마인드 대형이, 나라를 지키는 군인 규민이,
내생에 최고의 가수 재현이, 꿈이 있어 더 멋진 바다, 전용
힐링캠프 미병이, 지용이, 영광이, 미래를 내다볼 줄 아시는 리원
선배, 논문이 완성되어 가는 과정에서 위로와 격려를 아끼지
않았던 여러분, 여러분이 있기에 지금의 저도 있게 되었다는 걸
알아 줬으면 좋겠습니다.
끝으로, 몇 번이고 지쳐 쓰러지는 저를 일으켜 세워주시는,
항상 저를 지지하고 응원해주시는 사랑하는 가족들 고맙고, 정말
사랑합니다. 딸의 꿈을 위해 건강도 제치고 희생하시는 아버지,
온갖 투정 다 받아주시고 제게 긍정적인 삶과 베푸는 삶을
가르쳐주시는 어머니, 기발한 생각에 더 불을 지펴주는 하나밖에
없는 동생 봉임이에게 이 논문을 받칩니다.

2013 년 1 월
서 영 아 드림
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